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Abstract— This work aims to investigate the effect of camber angle on stress distribution and fatigue life of wheel rim of
passenger car under radial load condition which arises due to off road field area and road unevenness. Finite element
analysis (FEA) is carried out by simulating the test conditions to analyze stress distribution and fatigue life of the steel
wheel rim of passenger car. Experimental analysis performed by radial fatigue testing machine for evaluation of fatigue
life under influence of camber angle. For radial fatigue testing SAE J328 standard is use [6]. This SAE recommended
practice provides minimum performance requirements and uniform procedures for fatigue testing of wheels intended for
normal highway use and temporary use on passenger cars. In particular, experimental fatigue life calculations of a wheel
rim are compared with predictions of a finite element analysis.
Index Terms— Fatigue life, Finite element analysis, Radial fatigue test (RFT), Radial load, Camber angle, Wheel
rim.

I. INTRODUCTION
The wheel over the centuries has come to become an inseparable part of human civilization. Wheels are also one of
the most important components of automobiles from the view point of structural safety. As a result, wheels must be
certified to have sufficient safety margins even under severe driving and operating conditions.
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Fig. 1: Steel wheel rim

Moreover, since other requirements such as lighter weight or more attractive design make the configuration of the
wheel more complicated and sophisticated, it has become necessary to perform rigorous strength evaluations of the
wheel in detail when a new wheel design is developed. A well designed wheel is the foundation which adds
strength, stability and durability to a tyre. Hence, the increased urge to make them safer and reliable. As a safety
related components, the wheel must fulfill its function reliably throughout the entire life of vehicle. The total
weight of a car is balanced with a vertical reaction force from the road through the tyre. This load constantly
compresses the wheel radially. While the car is running, the radial load becomes a cyclic load with the rotation of
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the wheel. Hence, the evaluation of wheel fatigue strength under radial load is an important performance
characteristic for structural integrity [2].
II. WHEEL RIM NOMENCLATURE
The wheel rim is actually the name for the cylindrical part where the tyre is installed. A wheel is the name for the
combination between the rim and disc plate. Once the disc plate is installed inside the cylinder this assembly
becomes a wheel or wheel rim.
(1) Wheel rim or wheel: Wheel is generally composed of rim and disc.
(2) Rim: This is a part where the tyre is installed. It is outermost radial part of the wheel serves to accommodate the
tyre.
(3) Disc: This is a part of the rim where it is fixed to the axle hub. It serves as the interface between rim and hub.
For car wheels, the disc is pressed and provided with ventilation holes around the circumference. Ventilation holes
are provided in wheel rim for cooling purpose. To provide space for the brake and distributes stresses uniformly,
the contour from the mounting face to the stiffening bulge is shaped. The mounting face with centering pilot hole
and concentrically arranged stud hole is located in the center of disc. Wheel rim is bolted to hub with the stud holes.

Fig. 2: Wheel rim nomenclature

(4) Offset: This is a distance between wheel mounting surfaces where it is bolted to hub and the centerline of rim.
(5) Flange: The flange is a part of rim which holds the both beads of the tyre. This forms the axial restraining face
for the tyre bead and absorbs the forces generated by tyre pressure and the axial stress on the tyre. The part of a rim
that supports the tyre bead in a lateral direction; the linear distance between the two rim flanges is termed rim width.
(6) Bead Seat: Bead seat comes in contact with the bead face and is a part of rim which holds the tyre in a radial
direction i.e. it is the portion of the wheel rim below the rim flange providing radial support to the bead of the tyre.
(7) Hump: It is bump what was put on the bead seat for the bead to prevent the tyre from sliding off the rim while
the vehicle is moving.
(8) Well: This is a part of rim with depth and width to facilitate tyre mounting and removal from the rim.
Rim size designation
For this paper here use wheel rim model 5.5J X 14 means
5.5 – Rim width (inch)
J – Flange shape
14 – Rim diameter (inch)
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III. CAMBER ANGLE OF WHEEL
It is the angle between wheel plane and vertical plane. Camber is the angle at which the tyre is presented to the road
when viewed from the front. If the top of the wheel is farther out than the bottom (that is, away from the axle), it is
called positive camber; if the bottom of the wheel is farther out than the top, it is called negative camber.
It is always desirable that tyres should roll on the ground vertically so that the wear is uniform. If while running, the
tyres are inclined from vertical either inward or outward, they will wear more on one side than other. In positive
camber manner, the tyre will wear more on the outer side. In the same manner, a negative camber will cause the
wear more on the inside. Initial positive camber is provided to the wheels so that when the vehicle is loaded, they
automatically come to a vertical position. Obviously the tyre life will be more when the camber angle in running
condition is zero with average load.

Fig. 3: Forces and moments due to camber angle.

Camber angle alters the handling qualities of a particular suspension design; in particular, negative camber
improves grip when cornering. This is because it places the tyre at a better angle to the road, transmitting the forces
through the vertical plane of the tyre, rather than through a shear force across it. Another reason for negative
camber is that a rubber tyre tends to roll on itself while cornering. If the tyre had zero camber, the inside edge of the
contact patch would begin to lift off of the ground, thereby reducing the area of the contact patch. By applying
negative camber, this effect is reduced, thereby maximizing the contact patch area. Note that this is only true for the
outside tyre during the turn; the inside tyre would benefit most from positive camber.
Off-road vehicles such as agricultural tractors generally use positive camber. In such vehicles, the positive camber
angle helps to achieve a lower steering effort. Also, some single-engine general aviation aircraft that are primarily
meant to operate from unimproved surfaces, such as bush planes and crop dusters, have their tail dragger gear's
main wheels equipped with positive-cambered main wheels to better handle the deflection of the landing gear, as
the aircraft settles on rough, unpaved airstrips [8].
IV. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Generating CAD model is first step towards CAE analysis of any product. In the present case, CAD model of the
complete wheel rim has been generated using CATIA V5R17 software. The CAD model of the wheel rim used for
analysis is shown in Fig 4.
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Fig. 4: CAD model of wheel rim

Fig. 5: Mesh model of wheel rim

Finite element models of the wheel have been created in OPTISTRUCT using HYPERMESH v 9.0. For fatigue life
prediction Msc.Fatigue v 2005 use [1]. The CAD model in IGES format is imported in Hyper Mesh for the
preparation of FE model.
Meshing is performed on surface by using shell element and these elements are offset on other surface by
“ELEMENT OFFSET” process. These shell elements converted in solid brick element by “LINEAR SOLID”
command. The three dimensional models are used hexahedral or brick elements. These elements are allowed three
translations only, so all rotations are ignored in meshed rim model. Two hexahedral elements were used at the
thickness of the rim Section.

Fig. 6: Mesh model of wheel rim with tyre

Fig. 7: Applied loading condition of wheel rim

Tyre mounts on rim bead seat and tyre is modeled by shell coat i.e. by using shell element. In FE modeling tyre is
taken because force is transfer to rim through tyre. Here in this FE modeling layer of shell element is taken on rim
because crack is initiated from the surface of rim. The rim was constrained from rotation and translation at the
bearing opening and the bolt circle.
Given radial load apply on the wheel rim; this load is vertical in nature. Total radial load is 9.32KN which apply
through RBE-2 element.
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Fig. 8: Constrain applied to wheel rim.

Pressure load on rim due to tyre air pressure was also applied for radial load case. Problem was solved in
OPTISTRUCT and Computer processing time grew to nearly three hours to complete a standard run [8].
A. Steps involved in FE Analysis
1) Used brick mesh [2] i.e. hexahedral element for wheel rim and shell mesh for the tyre.
2) To show the contact between rim and tyre Gap elements were used.
3) All DOF were restricted at center for boundary condition.
4) Material with mechanical properties closest to the given material is selected from the fatigue material database
and used for life prediction.
5) Radial load apply on tyre.
6) Pressure load on rim due to tyre air pressure was also applied

NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TABLE I: MESH QUALITY CRITERIA
QUALITY PARAMETER
MINIMUM SIDE LENGTH
MAXIMUM SIDE LENGTH
MAXIMUM ASPECT RATIO
MAXIMUM WARPAGE ANGLE
MINIMUM QUAD INTERNAL ANGLE
MAXIMUM QUAD INTERNAL ANGLE
MINIMUM TRIA INTERNAL ANGLE
MAXIMUM TRIA INTERNAL ANGLE
PERCENT OF TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS

ALLOWABLE MIN / MAX
5
20
5
15
45
135
15
120
5

TABLE II: FINITE ELEMENT MODEL SUMMARY OF THE WHEEL
NO. OF PARTS
NO. OF NODE
NO. OF ELEMENT
NO. OF MATERIAL
NO. OF PROPERTIES

3
52079
76093
2
5

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
SAE has several fatigue test specification for wheel. These specifications are based on the radial and cornering
loads a wheel receiving during road uses. The original industry wide fatigue test specifications were the SAE J328
for passenger car and light truck steel wheels [8]. A variety of test factors and cycles are used to allow effective
evaluation of the fatigue properties of the wheels.
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Fig. 9: Schematics showing fatigue test conditions

The equipment consists of driven rotatable drum with a smooth surface wider than the loaded tyre as shown in fig
9 [7]. The drum axis is parallel to the axis of the test wheel. The test wheel and tyre provide loading normal to the
surface of drum and in line radially with the center of test wheel and the drum. The test wheel is fixed to the hub by
nuts with a suitable torque specified by vehicle or wheel manufacturer.
This test simulates the rolling action of the wheel on a road by bringing it into contact with a rotating drum. With
this, it is also possible to make the wheel camber and skew to create an extra axial load, such as occurs in cornering.
After a set period of running time, the wheel is inspected for possible cracks. The test specimen can be evaluated in
accordance with the position, length, type and number of cracks. In general, failure occurs as a result of the gradual
loss of air through cracks. Other typical fractures site occurs at the ventilation holes and stud holes.
As a safety related components, the wheel must fulfill its function reliability throughout the entire life of the
vehicles. The objective of every test is to simulate the common loads the wheel will encounter. The number of load
cycles the wheel will withstand before cracks occur or the wheel fails completely ultimately provides valuable
information about its reliability in subsequent use. A decisive process in applying the results of trials to practical
situations lies in measuring the loadings which occur under actual driving conditions and which lead to cyclical
stresses in the metal fatigue.
TABLE III: TEST SPECIFICATION
DETAILS

PARAMETER
WHEEL SIZE/MODEL

5.5J X 14

RADIAL LOAD

9.32 KN (950 KG)

NO. OF

330000

SPECIFIED CYCLES

AIR PRESSURE

3 BAR

TYRE SIZE

175/70R14

BOLT CLAMPING TORQUE

86 NM

WHEEL BOLT DETAILS

M12 X 1.25

TEST SPEED

60-80 KMPH

Generally the test criteria are for the wheel to complete a minimum number of cycles or miles prior to test
termination. The test termination is an inability to support load due to disc crack, loose fasteners, or loss of inflation
pressure due to fatigue crack is identified in some specifications. Other specifications use the loss of inflation
pressure or inability to sustain the load as the main determination [4].
VI. RESULT & DISCUSSION
A. Effect

SR. NO
1
2
3

on stress distribution due to camber angle
TABLE IV: STRESS DISTRIBUTION ON WHEEL RIM AT CAMBER ANGLE POSITIONS
STRESS (MPA)
LOCATION ON WHEEL
0° CAMBER
5° CAMBER
10° CAMBER 15° CAMBER
MAXIMUM STRESS
248
376
391
423
STUD HOLE
220
335
371
393
STIFFENING BULDGE
165
215
257
283
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4
5
6
7

VENTILATION HOLE
BEAD SEAT
RIM FLANGE
RIM WELL

123
111
93
59

172
130
100
87

225
170
137
114

Fig. 10: Stress distribution on wheel rim at 5 ° camber angle.

Graph 1: Variation in stress distribution due to camber angle at various location of disc area

Graph 2: Variation in stress distribution due to camber angle at various location of rim area.
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Above graphs shows that the stresses at 0°, 5°, 10° and 15° camber angles are much higher in the disc area (stud
hole, stiffening buldge and ventilation hole) than the rim area (bead seat, rim flange and rim well). The stresses in
the wheel rim increases as camber angle increase i.e. the stresses induced in wheel rim are directly proportional to
camber angle.
B. Effect on fatigue life due to camber angle
SR.NO.
1
2
3
4

TABLE V: FEA RESULTS FOR FATIGUE LIFE OF WHEEL RIM DUE TO CAMBER ANGLE.
ANGLE (DEGREE)
MAXIMUM STRESS (MPA)
FATIGUE LIFE (CYCLES)
0° CAMBER
248
4.84*105
5° CAMBER
376
4.53*105
10° CAMBER
391
4.14*105
15° CAMBER
423
3.78*105

According to above results from MSC fatigue software [3] at 0°, 5°,10° and 15° camber angle, fatigue strength of
wheel rim decreases with increase in camber angle.

Graph 3: Variation in fatigue life of wheel rim due to change in camber angle
TABLE VI: RADIAL FATIGUE TEST RESULTS FOR FATIGUE LIFE OF WHEEL RIM DUE TO CAMBER
ANGLE.
SR.NO.
ANGLE (DEGREE)
FATIGUE LIFE (CYCLES)
OBSERVATIONS
0° CAMBER
5.00*105
NO CRACK,TEST STOPPED
1
2
5° CAMBER
5.00*105
NO CRACK,TEST STOPPED
3
10° CAMBER
5.00*105
NO CRACK,TEST STOPPED
4
15° CAMBER
5.00*105
NO CRACK,TEST STOPPED

Above results from radial fatigue test show that fatigue strength of wheel rim at 0°, 5°,10° and 15° camber angle are
above specified limits.
VII. CONCLUSION
The finite element analysis as well as experimental analysis of passenger car wheel rim performed for radial load
with the effect of camber angle on stress distribution and fatigue life, the following are the observations.
 The stresses are much higher in the disc area than the rim area.
 The likely failures locations identified in the wheel rim by finite element analysis are stud holes, stiffening
buldge and ventilation holes.
 The stresses in wheel rim are directly proportional to camber angle as shown in table VII i.e. the life of
wheel rim decreases as camber angle increase.
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CAMBER
ANGLE

TABLE VII: STRESS SUMMERY BY FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESSES [MPA]
DISC PARTS
RIM PARTS
STUD
STIFFENING
VENTILATION HOLE
BEAD SEAT
RIM FLANGE

HOLE

220
335
371
393

0°
5°
10°
15°






BULDGE

165
215
257
283

123
172
225
268

111
130
170
213

93
100
137
175

RIM WELL
59
87
114
143

Finite element analysis shows that the fatigue strength of 5.5J X 14 wheel at 0°,5°,10° and 15°
camber angle is above specified limit (330000 cycles).
The tests carried out by radial fatigue testing machine also reveals that fatigue strength of wheel at
0°,5°,10° and 15° camber angle is satisfactory and well above the specified limit.
After analysis it is observed that there is some area where the stresses are very low like rim well, rim
flange and some disc part. So there is further scope for reduction in sections and minimize the weight
of wheel with optimum design considerations.
In case that stresses determined by simulation are excessive, corrective measures must be applied to
the design, e.g. changing to a higher strength material. In most cases, however, geometric
modifications are sufficient. Computed results can be considerably influenced by adjusting the radii
of the stiffening bulges or the size and shape of the ventilation hole.
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